“the downpour’s
just getting started.”

portland, oregon.

we
still have
no idea what
we’re dealing
with here.

but the vision is
calculating that we’re now
experiencing a monster attack
somewhere in the world every
15 to 20 minutes.
for the
moment,
wakanda
appears to be
stable,
captain.

no matter
how quickly we
knock them down,
more pop up.

I should
be able to
mobilize our
military--

captain america.

black panther.

one
moment.

I’m sorry,
captain. it
appears I
spoke too
hastily.

damn.

another
of these…
monsters has
just crashed
down in
wakanda.

I’m afraid
I’ll have to
report back
after…

all
right…
sound
off.

what’s
everyone
else got in
the tank?

how
are we
holding
up?

alpha flight
I know
is doing its best to
it’s stupid to
keep
these
creatures from
say “busy,” but…
reaching earth, but there’s
we’re busy.
no way for us to stop
right now,
them all.
we’re doing
what we can to
focus on the
worst of the
worst.

vision.

I know
everyone’s
stretched thin,
but the guardians
could use a
little help.
star-lord-I will route thor
to your location
as soon as she
has dealt with the
situation in
atlanta.

parker industries
has supplied us with these
drone cameras to help
us stay in touch.
it means
something to the
people of the world
to see a concerted
effort.
agent
coulson-does s.h.i.e.l.d.
have any idea
where these
things are
coming
from?

we’ve got
our analysts
working
on it.
there
are a number
of mad scientist
types…would-be
monster gods…
but none of them
have ever pulled
off something
on this
scale.

medusa.
storm.

we’re calling on
every mutant we can
to help here…my team…
magneto’s team…the
young x-men…even the
hellfire club…

starlord.

we’ve dispatched
a s.h.i.e.l.d. retrieval team
armed with pym particles
to assist you with cleanup
and rescue in portland,
captain.

phil coulson.

we’re getting
reports of two
creatures touching
down in rome.
the
inhumans will
intercept.

I don’t know how much
longer any of us can hold
up at this pace.
these
creatures
are only the
symptom of
something
much
bigger.
we
need to
identify
it…

“…and cut it off
at the head.”

las vegas,
nevada.

in light of
unending monster
attacks, world leaders
have come together to
issue a global state
of emergency.

moscow,
russia.

super-powered heroes
from all corners of the globe-from the champions in nevada
to the winter guard in russia-are acting as a first
line of defense.

but
the levels of
destruction are
shocking…

hoover dam,
california.

edinburgh,
scotland.
…and more
of these comets,
which signal the
arrival of new
monsters, are
falling every
minute…

washington, d.c.
…leading
some to
proclaim that
this is the
end of the
world.

